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ABOUT VINFAST 

---------- 

 

I. VinFast’s defining traits: 

1. Slogan: Boundless Together  

2. Vision: Driving the global smart electric vehicle revolution 

3. Mission: To create a better life for people 

4. Philosophy: By always putting our customers first, VinFast relentlessly innovates to create high-

quality products and exceptional experiences for everyone 

5. Core value: High-quality Products - Reasonable pricing - Outstanding after-sales 

6. Positioning: VinFast is a friendly and customer-centric brand, relentlessly innovating to deliver 

high-quality products and EV opportunities to many people, making way for a green, smart and 

sustainable future 

 

II. Brand history: 

Time Milestones 

09/2017 

The VinFast brand is born. At a ceremony in Haiphong, Vietnam an announcement 

is made regarding factory construction that mark’s VinFast’s entry to the 

automotive and e-scooter industry. 

10/2018 

VinFast launches its first two car models: Lux A2.0 and Lux SA2.0, at the Paris 

Motor Show in France. It becomes the first winner of the "A Star is Born" award 

from AUTOBEST. 

11/2018 
VinFast inaugurates its electric motorcycle factory and launches the first e-scooter 

model, Klara, with two versions: A1 and A2. 

11/2018 
VinFast launches its first three models in Vietnam: Lux SA2.0, Lux A2.0, and Fadil, 

and receives almost 10,000 pre-orders. 

06/2019 

VinFast's state-of-the-art automotive factory is inaugurated and the development 

of its first three car models is completed in just 21 months, setting a new record in 

the global automotive industry.  

06/2019 Delivery of the first car models begins, marking an official presence in the market. 

10/2019 
VinFast receives a 5-star ASEAN NCAP safety certification for its two Lux models 

and 4-stars for Fadil, affirming VinFast’s quality and safety of global standards. 

09/2020 VinFast launches the limited edition V8 SUV: President.  

01/2021 
VinFast launches its first three electric cars: VF e34, VF e35, and VF e36, with a 

vision to drive the global smart electric vehicle revolution. 

02/2021 
VinFast receives the award, "The new automaker with a high commitment to 

safety" from ASEAN NCAP. 

03/2021 

VinFast begins pre-orders for the first electric car in Vietnam, the VF e34, which 

includes an innovative battery rental policy. After only three months, over 25,000 

pre-orders for VF e34 are placed with delivery expected in late 2021.  

04/2021 VinFast officially operates its smart electric bus in Vietnam. 

07/2021 VinFast officially begins operations in five markets: US, Canada, Germany, 
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France, and the Netherlands. 

10/2021 The EV model VF e34 is officially showcased in Vietnam. 

11/2021 
Global premiere of VinFast EV brand and its two EV models, VF e35 and VF e36, 

at the 2021 Los Angeles Auto Show. 

 

III. VinFast product ecosystem: 

1. Internal Combustion Engine cars: VinFast has released four models in Vietnam, including 

Fadil, Lux A2.0, Lux SA2.0, President. 

• VinFast Fadil is currently the best-selling model across all segments and has been for five 

consecutive months in 2021. 

• VinFast Lux A2.0 is the best-seller in the E-class luxury sedan segment. 

• VinFast Lux SA2.0 is the best-seller in the E-class luxury SUV segment. 

• VinFast President is a limited-edition SUV using a V8 engine. 

2. Electric cars: VinFast has introduced its first three EV models: VF e34, VF e35, VF e36. 

• VF e34 was developed only for the Vietnamese market. The model has attracted more 

than 25,000 domestic pre-orders, a record number in the Vietnamese market, and is 

expected to be delivered to Vietnamese customers in late 2021. 

• VF e35 and VF e36 were officially introduced at the Los Angeles Auto Show 2021 and 

global order books will open sin the first half of 2022. Delivery is expected in Q4/2022. 

3. Electric scooter: Eight models in multiple segments have been developed for the Vietnamese market: 

Klara, Klara S, Ludo, Impes, Theon, Feliz, Vento, and Tempest. 

4. Electric bus: VinFast has partnered with VinBus to operate the first electric bus model in Hanoi 

from April 2021. Further deployment in Ho Chi Minh City is expected in December 2021. 

5. Customer service network: 

● In Vietnam: 

• VinFast will enable 40,000 charging ports in 63 provinces and cities in 2021 and will 

continue to expand in the coming years.  

• 107 service workshops in all provinces and cities across the country by Q2/2022. 

• Free 24-hour emergency assistance during the warranty period. 

• A 5-year warranty for gasoline cars (Lux A2.0 and Lux SA2.0) and a 10-year warranty for 

electric cars (the longest warranty on the market). 

● In the global market (US): 

• In 2022, VinFast expects to open 60 showrooms across California. These include 1S 

facilities for product display and customer experience, and 3S, which include service 

workshops.  

• VinFast is actively cooperating with partners to help develop a public charging station 

infrastructure that provides a convenient and accessible network for customers. In 

addition, VinFast is looking into the possibility and opportunity to partake in building and 

developing charging station systems in global markets to bring more convenience to our 

customers.  
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IV. Partner network: 

1. Top international partners: 

• Design: Pininfarina 

• Automotive technology and parts suppliers: AVL, Magna Steyr, ZF, Antolin, Continental. 

• Industry: Dürr, Bosch, Siemens, Dassault Systemes, SAP, ABB, Thysenkrupp. 

• Smart solutions development: Nvidia, ZF, Cerence, Erae. 

• Battery: Samsung SDI, Gotion High-Tech, ProLogium, StoreDot. 

2. Vingroup’s technology ecosystem:  

- AI and big data technology companies developing smart infotainment features including 

ADAS/AD features: VinAI, VinBigData, and Vantix. 

- VinSmart. 

- VinES for green energy solutions. 

 

V. Key leadership personnel: 

1. Vingroup’s Board of Directors:  

- Mr. Pham Nhat Vuong – Vingroup’s Chairman 

- Ms. Le Thi Thu Thuy – Vingroup’s Vice Chairwoman - Investment and IR  

- Ms. Pham Nguyen Anh Thu – Vingroup’s Investment Director 

2. VinFast’s Board of Directors:  

- Mr. Pham Nhat Vuong – Vingroup & VinFast’s Chairman  

- Ms. Thai Thi Thanh Hai – VinFast’s Vice Chairwoman 

- Mr. Michael Lohscheller – VinFast’s Global Chief Executive Officer  

- Mr. David Mansfield – VinFast’s Chief Financial Officer 

- Mr. Hong Bae – VinFast’s Chief Technology Officer 

- Mr. Shaun Calvert – VinFast’s Manufacturing Deputy CEO 

- Mr. Nguyen Duc Quang – VinFast’s Deputy CEO of Global Sales and Marketing 

- Ms. Le Thi Kim Thuy – VinFast’s Deputy CEO of Global After Sales and Services 

- Ms. Nguyen Thi Van Anh – VinFast US’s Chief Executive Officer  

- Mr. David Gillet Lyon – VinFast’s Chief Design Officer 

- Ms. Doan Kieu My – Global Chief Marketing Officer 

 

VI. Overview of VinFast’s Manufacturing Complex: 

VinFast’s Manufacturing Complex was built on a 335-ha site in Dinh Vu - Cat Hai industrial park (Hai 

Phong, Vietnam). 

The complex includes: 

• Operation Building. 

• Car manufacturing area. 

• E-scooter manufacturing area. 

• E-bus manufacturing area. 
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• Auxiliary industrial area. 

• Training centre. 

• The R&D Institute. 

• A high-level of automation: 1,200 robots provide up to 98% automation in the bodyshop 

and up to 90% in the engine shop. 

Capacity: 

• Car: 250,000 cars/year in Phase 1, which may increase to 750,000 cars/year. 

• E-bus: 3,000 vehicles/year. 

• E-scooter: 250,000 e-scooters/year in Phase 1, which may increase to 500,000 e-

scooters in Phase 2 with further expansion to1m e-scooters/year. 

 

******************* 

APPENDIX 

Details on VinFast’s manufacturing complex 

1. Car manufacturing area: Inaugurated on June 14, 2019. 

Overview 

• VinFast applies 4.0 technology principles at its factories. This approach helps the 

equipment and part/whole line at the manufactory to remain connected and under precise 

control through sensors linked via the cloud or wireless internet. This connectivity enables 

enhanced operational efficiency throughout the facilities’ production lines and workforce, 

where machines, production equipment, products, workers, technicians and mangers are 

connected and constantly interacting for self-check and self-adjustment 

 

• The information generated during the production process is continuously updated, 

stored, and analysed. This data is vital for ongoing R&D to help VinFast develope next 

generation product lines with new designs, materials, and production processes aligned 

with customers’ increasingly diverse and quickly changing demands regarding usage, 

techniques, designs, quality, delivery time, and cost. 

 

• VinFast has selected leading European companies, mainly from Germany, who 

specialise in the design and manufacturing of automotive machinery and equipment 

production lines, to design and install all shops. 

 

• Data collection and management systems, business planning systems, product lifecycle 

management systems, and production control systems are essential foundations for 

applying 4.0 technology in the factory. They are provided to VinFast by the world's two 

leading companies in this field: Siemens, and SAP. 

Press Shop 

Area: 50,000 m2 

Press capacity: 16 parts/minute 

German SCHULER technology is utilised to monitor the production process, with press shop 
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technical data collated in real time. By continuously comparing live parameters to benchmarks, the 

production status overview and technical problems are quickly identified, and necessary measures 

are promptly proposed and implemented to always ensure the quantity and quality of products. In 

addition, smart diagnostics at the press shop function similarly to a black box on an airplane: specific 

data is automatically and continually stored. In case of a breakdown or failure, a retrospective 

analysis can be undertaken to find the cause – for example, software failure or machine parts. 

Body Shop 

Area: 100,000 m2  

Capacity: 38 car bodies/hour 

The VinFast body shop is designed and supplied by leading partners such as FFT, EBZ, HIROTEC, 

and is equipped with around 1,200 ABB robots. When in operation, it is the most modern and highly 

automated body factory in Vietnam and Southeast Asia. 

The body shop is integrated with numerous 4.0 technology applications in various fields, including:  

equipment monitoring, process assessment and optimisation, efficiency optimisation for 

continuously improving productivity and product quality, preventive management, predictive 

maintenance for digital production lines, and highly flexible product lines. 

Paint Shop 

Area: 25,000 m2 

Capacity: over 800 cars/day 

Dürr's EcoSmart VEC intelligent air management system operates fully automatically, providing 

energy on demand by recording the actual production parameters. This German technology helps 

to significantly reduce the amount of gas and electricity used when drying freshly painted cars. 

The colour coating line includes the most advanced automation technologies available, including 

the Ro-Dip oil remover and powder coating system, the VMT image recognition glue spraying robot 

system, and the latest generation of Dürr's automatic painting robot. 

The EcoEMOS Control System, which provides smart testing functions for components such as 

valves, brakes and pumps, is another example of a 4.0 technology application. Because the status 

and details of the equipment are checked and updated online (including the displayed results using 

traffic light functions), it is easy for the maintenance team to find and replace necessary valves 

before technical problems can result in a production stoppage. 

Engine Shop 

Area: 50,000 m2 

The shop is designed and supplied by leading partners including GROB, Thyssenkrupp, AVL and 

MAG. The facility uses the latest high-precision mechanical technology for building engine heads, 

blocks sand crankshafts. In addition, the shop has an engine quality inspection line, including hot 

and cold testing, to ensure that all products are quality managed from the start. Machining 

equipment is outfitted with 4.0 technology with many features, including real-time control of 

equipment operation via smartphones, remote control at night or on weekends, and real-time 

machine fault analysis. 

General Assembly Shop 

Area: 200,000 m2 

The assembly line is designed and provided by Eisenmann, a leading supplier from Germany. It 

utilizes a high level of automation with interoperated conveyors and self-driving vehicles. In addition, 
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the assembly stages are equipped with Atlas Copco's advanced torque wrenches that are interlinked 

to the production line to ensure that the tightening forces of each assembly are precisely controlled 

and retrievable. As a result, the line is flexible, and quality assured for many product lines. 

Sub-Assembly Shop 

Area: 20,000 m2 

The sub-assembly shop, consulted, designed and installed by European suppliers, includes a 

system of painting lines for exterior plastic parts, such as bumpers, that are automatically painted 

by robots. Also, the modern machinery offers European quality and environmentally friendly coating 

technology provided by Dürr. 

In addition, the shop has a tyre finishing area that is up to 95% automated with modern, high-

performance, energy-saving equipment provided by the German supplier, Hoffmann. 

Electric Motor Shop 

The Emotor shop was designed and installed with world-class equipment and has a high level of 

automation. As such, it is highly flexible and ergonomically friendly. Smart torque tools by industry 

expert Atlas Copco ensure all tightening forces are controlled by specialised software, and full 

product traceability is ensured by the storing of data in VinFast’s Manufacturing Execution System. 

Production processes are designed to ensure end-to-end quality.  

Independent quality verification through leading edge end-of-line testing takes place, ensuring that 

all key characteristics, such as electrical safety systems, leakage, temperature, NVH and overall 

performance of the Emotor, are compliant to industry standards and engineering specifications.  

Battery Pack Shop 

The factory is equipped with modern production lines in accordance with international standards 

and has an automation level up to 75%. The equipment system comes from the world's leading 

partners in the battery packing industry. The parameters during the production stage, from tightening 

force to voltage and electric current, are controlled automatically, processed and stored on the 

VinFast Manufacturing Execution System. The product management procedure is controlled 

according to the strict standards of safety (UL2580), quality (ISO 9001), performance (ISO 12405), 

and reliability (ISO 19453), amongst others. The product is also designed to meet the most stringent 

safety standards, such as SAE J2464 (USA), ECE R100 (Europe), UN38.3, ISO 60529, and ISO 

20653. In addition, the factory environment has been designed to adhere to world-class standards 

of cleanliness, has a temperature and humidity-controlled environment, and features advanced 

safety monitoring systems. 

 

2. E-scooters manufacturing area: Put into operation in August 2018 and inaugurated in 

November 2018. 

Body Shop 

• The body shop was advised and designed by Dürr, Germany’s world's leading 

consultancy, and constructed and installed by general contractor, WELCOM. The line is 

designed with European standards for the working environment and the safety of frame 

welding stations. 
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• 100% of e-scooters’ frame welding process is carried out by ABB Robots, with no manual 

processing. 95% of the line equipment is imported from Europe, and is manufactured by 

renowned global suppliers such as ABB, Forious and ItalMeg. 

 

• The welding line has a total of 25 automatic welding robots and feature CMT welding 

technology to assure weld quality with minimal spatter and slag. 

Paint Shop 

• The paint shop was advised and designed by Dürr, and constructed and installed by 

general contractor, Combat. The line is designed with European standards for the 

working environment and the safety level. 

 

• Up to 95% automation achieved across two lines of plastic and frame painting of e-

scooters, in line with European quality and energy efficiency expectations. 

 

• The paint shop has the best environmental and waste treatment system in Asia, due to 

the adoption of the most advanced waste gas and wastewater treatment technology. 

 

• 95% of all equipment imported from Europe. 

General Assembly Shop 

• The general assembly shop was advised and designed by Dürr, and constructed and 

installed by general contractor, Maruka. The line is designed with European standards 

for the working environment and safety levels. 

 

• To ensure high quality standards, the entire line is imported from Japan. VinFast's 

assembly line is considered the most modern in the region, with technologies and 

equipment provided by European companies such as ABB, Atlas Copco, and others. 

 

• The line is quality controlled based on modern automated tightening forces that precisely 

control equipment, in order to prevent defects in the production process. 

 

• Highest quality finished vehicle inspection equipment is imported from Italy and collates 

all production data. The process is managed on the server, helping VinFast to analyse 

and evaluate processes, preventing defective products from being sold on the market. 

 

3. E-bus manufacturing area: Area 30,000 m2, including body shop, paint shop, and general 

assembly shop. 

Body Shop 

The body shop includes nearly 90 jigs for clamping steel pipes. Steel pipes of the right size and 

shape are welded from the body shop to become a monocoque structure. The finished body is 

transferred to the paint shop. 

Paint Shop 
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At the paint shop, the steel body will go through a modern painting process with five steps of pre-

treatment, anti-rust paint, and washing steps. The full-length body will be dipped through anti-rust 

tanks to obtain the highest anti-rust quality for welds and materials. In addition to bodywork, which 

provides durability and structural strength, the steel body's outer aesthetic layer is also applied in 

the paint shop.  

General Assembly Shop 

After painting, the bodies are transferred to the assembly line. The 22-station assembly line begins 

with assembling the aesthetic paintwork for the bodywork, followed by the mounting stations for the 

electric engine, electric battery, brakes, doors, cooling system, and several other systems. 

Once assembled, the finished ebus can be started and tested before passing the final test. At the 

vehicle completion inspection process with 12 test stations, the bus will undergo a variety of tests, 

including, but not limited to, functional tests, full vehicle tests, and watertight tests. 

Finally, the finished bus is moved through the finished goods stock to be delivered to the customer. 

 

4. Auxiliary Industrial area: 

VinFast established an Auxiliary Industrial area, accounting for around 30% of the complex, to 

produce components and parts for cars and e-scooters. In addition to being 100% self-funded, 

VinFast also offers opportunities for investment in the Auxiliary Industrial area, including: 

• Joint ventures with a flexible capital contribution ratio, depending on the ability and intention 

of the investors. 

 

• The investors provide technologies while VinFast invests in infrastructure, production 

machinery, and equipment. 

 

• Investors can invest 100% of capital; VinFast provides the factory premises. 

 

### 
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About Vingroup 

--------- 

Vingroup is the largest private conglomerate in Vietnam and one of Southeast Asia's leading multi-

sector private economic corporations. The Group operates in three core business areas: 

Technology, Industry, and Services. In 2020, Vingroup's revenue contributed to around 2.2% of 

Vietnam's total GDP. In addition, the total market capitalization of its three listed companies, 

Vingroup, Vinhomes, and Vincom Retail, reached $35 billion USD (as of November 4th, 2021). 

Vingroup was founded in 1993 by Pham Nhat Vuong in Ukraine and specialized in dehydrated food 

products under the name of Technocom Corporation. In the early 2000s, Vingroup returned to 

Vietnam and began its development to become a leading multi-sector corporation with a broad 

focus, including on residential real estate (Vinhomes), retail real estate (Vincom Retail), hospitality 

(Vinpearl), entertainment (VinWonders), healthcare (Vinmec), education (VinUni & Vinschool), 

industry (VinFast, VinSmart, VinES), and technology (VinAI, Vin Bigdata, VinBrain, VinCSS, 

VinHMS, and Vantix). 

Pham Nhat Vuong, the Chairman of Vingroup, is also the first Vietnamese magnate listed in the 

Forbes World's Billionaire List (since 2013). His net worth is $7.3 billion, placing him first in Vietnam 

and 344th on the current 2021 Forbes list. 

Vingroup's mission is "to create a better life for people." In accomplishing this mission, Vingroup 

introduces products and services that meet global standards and provide modern lifestyle 

experiences. In every business sector, Vingroup has proven its position as a pioneer and leader of 

consumer trends. Vingroup was recently ranked as Vietnam's most popular local brand in 2021, 

according to Campaign Asia-Pacific and NielsenIQ Asia's Top 1000 Brands consumer survey.  

In 2018, Vingroup repositioned its investments in the technology and industry sectors while also 

consolidating its leadership in conventional business areas. As a result, apart from success in the 

conventional markets, Vingroup also achieved significant results in new areas.   

By completing the construction and installation of its state-of-the-art automotive factory, and the development 

of its first three car models in just 21 months, VinFast is contributing to Vingroup’s realization of its strategy 

to become a leading technology and industry group in Vietnam. VinFast launched the Fadil, Lux A, and Lux 

SA gasoline-powered models in 2019. Within 18 months, all three models reached the top spots in their 

rankings with outstanding segment market shares, and they have continued their market dominance to this 

day. In September 2021, the market shares of Fadil, Lux A, and Lux SA in their segments were 75%, 95%, 

and 97%, respectively. 

While maintaining its substantial market share lead in domestic gasoline-powered segments, 

VinFast is investing heavily in the development of electric vehicles and a supporting infrastructure.  

As part of its vision of driving the global smart electric vehicle revolution, VinFast has been creating 

a comprehensive electric vehicle ecosystem, including electric scooters, electric buses, and the first 

electric car model in Vietnam: the VF e34 launched in March 2021. This model quickly set sales 

records in Vietnam with 25,000 orders in just three months. 

In addition, VinFast is launching two electric car models, VF e35 and VF e36, at the 2021 Los 

Angeles Auto Show. These models will be Vietnam's first electric cars exported to North America 

and Europe. 
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Vingroup aims to continue its growth in a sustainable and environmentally friendly manner. In 

addition to expanding ’green’ energy technology and its range of electric cars and scooters, 

Vingroup focuses on building smart buildings and using energy-saving materials on its network of 

real estate, resorts, and retail and social infrastructure. In the third quarter of 2021, Vingroup 

launched its Sustainable Finance Framework assessed by Sustainalytics, and its member company 

Vinpearl successfully issued the world's first Exchangeable Sustainable Bond (ESB). 

Vingroup has founded the VinFuture Prize - Global Science and Technology Award under the vision 

‘science serving people'. It is considered one of the world’s most prestigious annual awards. During 

the COVID-19 pandemic, Vingroup took the lead in providing financial assistance to the Vietnamese 

government and people and founded VinBioCare to provide COVID-19 vaccinations to Vietnam and 

the region beginning in 2022. 

 

### 
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VINGROUP’S TECHNOLOGY ECOSYSTEM FOR EV DEVELOPMENT 

 

-------------------- 

 

I. VINAI 

1. Introduction 

VinAI Artificial Intelligence Research and Application Joint Stock Company is one of the world’s top 25 AI 

research companies based on research outputs. Headquartered in Hanoi, Vietnam, VinAI owns and operates 

technology hubs in the United States and Australia. VinAI specializes in AI research, building and developing 

AI products in Vietnam and the global market.  

 

2. VinFast electric car development 

* Driver Monitoring System (DMS)   

Based on facial recognition technology ranked 6th worldwide, VinAI's system uses infrared cameras and 

vehicle sensors to monitor driver behaviour. Drowsiness, fatigue and erratic driving caused by distraction or 

phone use will prompt warnings of increasing severity throughout the journey. VinAI's driver monitoring 

system also works efficiently when the driver is wearing sunglasses.  

Flexibility is a key feature of VinAI's product. It has been designed to be compatible with various hardware 

platforms, reducing the time and cost for car makers to integrate DMS into their existing hardware.  

* 360-degree Surround View Monitoring (SVM)  

SVM technology developed by VinAI helps the driver to monitor the whole external environment and change 

the view using an on-screen control panel. In 3D mode, the driver can also observe blind spots that cannot 

be seen through the rearview mirror. VinAI's SVM is also being deployed on the VF e34 electric vehicle in 

Vietnam market.  

* Autonomous L2+ features  

Earlier this year, VinAI successfully tested the self-driving features on highways or in cities with low traffic, 

automatic lane-keeping assist and parking assist, while focusing on developing the Minimum Risk 

Manoeuvre: a steppingstone to reach autonomous driving Level 3. 

 

II. VINBIGDATA 

1. Introduction 

VinBigData Joint Stock Company brings together high-tech products and platform solutions based on cutting 

edge technologies in Big Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence. Working with scientists from leading 

universities and global experts, VinBigData aims to deliver state-of-the-art applications for mass users, such 

as a smart Voice Assistant system for automobiles, a comprehensive AI solution for medical imaging analysis, 

or an AI Camera system for fun parks and housing complexes.  

 

 

2. Involvement in VinFast electric car development 

* Provide a cognitive and comprehensive Vietnamese Voice Assistant solution 

VinBigData's Vietnamese Voice Assistant solution has been developed with more than 100 outstanding 

features, using cutting edge technologies from many research areas such as natural language processing, 

voice recognition, and voice biometrics. 

The features include intelligent car control in multi-regional dialects, general knowledge, phone calls and 

voice messaging, online shopping and in-vehicle infotainment. These features will provide users with an 

enjoyable driving experience while completing a variety of tasks, just by voice. 

With a superior advantage in using local dialects, an extensive database, and the ability to personalize and 
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memorize users' habits and routines, VinBigData's Vietnamese Voice Assistant solution helps to redefine the 

concept of modern automobiles, being not merely a means of transport, but also an environment for 

relaxation, entertainment, knowledge acquisition and work. 

Currently, the solution is integrated into VF e34 electric vehicles in the Vietnamese market. 

 

III. VINSMART 

1. Introduction 

VinSmart focuses on developing Information - Entertainment - Service (Infotainment) features and 

manufacturing electronic components for the Smart Electric Car Industry. VinSmart has also been promoting 

research and development of Smart Home Applications, Smart Device Systems and other features for smart 

cities and smart towns. 

2. VinFast electric car development 

VinSmart is providing ECUs such as eCockpit, Gateway and Smart Services with packaged solutions (with 

more than 30 groups of smart features) for smart electric vehicles and charging posts, and accessories for 

electric vehicles such as portable (handheld) chargers. In the future, VinSmart expects to provide complex 

ECUs for electric vehicles such as 3in1 (OBC+DCDC+PDU) and 6in1 

(OBC+DCDC+DAAC+PDU+VCU+GS), advanced BCM and a combined ADAS + Infotainment ECU. 

 

IV. VANTIX 

1. Introduction  

Vantix Technology Solutions and Services Joint Stock Company (Vantix) specializes in Big Data and Artificial 

Intelligence solutions. Vantix’s two main products, ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) Verification 

and Validation solution, and VinHR (IoT and AI solution to significantly improve labor intensive workforce 

productivity) are both cloud-based. Vantix team members have decades of experience gained with brands 

such as Microsoft, Facebook and Alibaba.  

2. Electric vehicle development in Vietnam 

* ADAS Verification and Validation service and solution  

Vantix's Routix has been developed to optimise the value of data collated during on-road testing, significantly 

reducing the number of road miles driven.  

Based on OEM or Tier-1 ADAS ODD (Operational Driving Domain), Routix can suggest optimal driving routes 

using data that covers weather, local road and traffic conditions, and signage.  Routix supports manual and 

automatic data tagging based on advanced AI and ML algorithms and supports bug creation processes that 

enable the ADAS Development team to efficiently resolve issues. The System is currently being used to 

manage the VFe34 public road testing.  

 

V. VINES 

1. Introduction 

VinES Energy Solution JSC specializes in EV batteries R&D and manufacturing. Notably, VinES 

encompasses research institutes focusing on lithium-ion battery cell production technologies and supporting 

EV battery production. 

VinES collaborates with many world-leading battery cell producers and is investing in a modern testing centre 

that meets European and American standards. 

2. VinFast EVs development 

VinES is a supplier of high quality EV battery pack designs for VinFast’s EV models. It is also carrying out 

further research on batteries with high energy density, safety and affordable costs for VinFast. 

  

### 


